PART 3 – WHY THIS IS THE TRUTH
Because there never was a gift from Tres Santos to CSU; rather it boils down to a business
arrangement. The land is owned by a trust created in Monterrey, Mexico and the sole assets of
that Trust are the CSU land and buildings. CSU has an ownership interest of less than 100% in
the Trust with Tres Santos owning the remainder percentages. (The amounts were blacked out,
along with any claim of transparency!)
There is a clause in the Trust that spells out Events of Breach providing that if CSU does not
cure certain defined events within 30 days, then all of the so-called “gift of land and buildings”
reverts to Tres Santos and CSU is removed from the MIRA property. A particular Event of
Breach is: “any… [CSU] action that materially prejudices the brand or reputation of Tres
Santos.”
Thus, CSU is at risk and would have to seriously consider the consequences of taking the
described hypothetical action allowing its professors to publish findings that are contrary to the
development scale of Tres Santos. This puts a black cloud over CSU and questions the integrity
of professors, researchers, students and the entire CSU System -- which is clearly an affront to
Academic Freedom (teachers are entitled to full freedom in research and in the publication of
the results). Even if CSU allowed the report to be issued, the inherent Conflict of Interest taints
the work product. CSU’s Ethics website states: “A conflict of interest (COI) occurs when an
individual or organization is involved in multiple interests, one of which could possibly corrupt
the motivation for an act in the other.” In addition to risking the loss of the land and buildings
being provided by Tres Santos, CSU also risks losing over $1,000,000 (to date) of its Colorado
taxpayers' monies put into the startup, costs of an administration building and other assessed
costs for the CSU Tres Santos Campus.
As for the fanfare of publicity about the magnanimous gift by Black Creek to CSU valued at
$4.3 million, it just isn’t so. A gift is the voluntary transfer of property or funds to another
without receiving anything of value in return and without conditions attached. Besides not
being able to protect and exercise its Academic Freedom, other conditions imposed by Tres
Santos include CSU being required to allow Tres Santos to use the CSU name and trademarks
in its marketing; CSU being required to identify its research papers with the branding
determined with Tres Santos; CSU’s Research Farm is to be designed to improve the Tres
Santos open-space landscape with that facility to be kept in bloom during peak tourist season;
CSU is to conduct business classes targeted to those businesses within the Tres Santos Project;
and CSU programming is to be offered at discounted prices to Tres Santos guests and residents.
As a local article said about Tres Santos, “Their entire operation is sort of undercover and
deceptive” and that Tres Santos "has had the good sense to pussy foot into Todos Santos in
stealth mode."
This sham of a gift -- and the tarnishing of CSU’s reputation as a first class research institution
carrying out its ‘land grant mission’ -- causes serious ethical violations through conflicts of
interest and impingement of academic freedoms, all to allow a developer to make a buck at the
expense of an existing community, its way of life, and its limited supply of water. It is
unconscionable.

